EXCELLENCE IN HOTEL OWNERSHIP & OPERATIONS

Press release

Stockholm, 09/05/2017

Summary of the Pandox Capital Market Day 2017
Pandox today arranged a capital market day in Stockholm. The day was focused on
Pandox’s largest business segment Property Management on the theme of “balanced
potential”.
Anders Nissen, CEO, described Pandox’s strategic development focusing on the hotel property
portfolio’s balance and potential.
Erik Hvesser, SVP Property Management Nordics, presented Pandox’s Nordic lease portfolio with
focus on the hotel markets’ structure, lease partners and examples of joint investment projects with
lease partners.
Martin Creydt, SVP Property Management International, presented Pandox’s international lease
portfolio with focus on lease partners, the hotel markets’ structure and commercial priorities.
Jonas Törner, SVP Business Intelligence, presented major trends in the hotel market and described
the development in some of Pandox’s key hotel markets.
Helge Krogsbøl, SVP Operations Nordics & Germany och Jacob Rasin, Director of Business
Development, described Pandox’s process of innovation and illustrated it with a number of
successful repositioning projects, including Urban House Copenhagen and The Hub Hotel &
Livingroom Kista.
During the day the participants also visited several of Pandox’s hotel properties in Stockholm.
The presentation material is available at www.pandox.se/cmd2017. Furthermore, a webcast of
Anders Nissen’s presentation will be available in the same place.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
Anders Berg, Head of Communications and IR, +46 (0) 760 95 19 40
Marika Hilldoff, Sustainability and IR Manager, +46 (0) 708 91 50 79
The information was submitted for publication at 17:00 CEST on 9 May 2017.
About Pandox
Pandox is a leading owner of hotel properties in Northern Europe with a focus on sizeable hotels in key leisure and
corporate destinations. Pandox’s hotel property portfolio currently comprises 120 hotels with more than 26,000 hotel rooms
in ten countries. Pandox’s business is organised into Property management, which comprises hotel properties leased on a
long-term basis to market leading regional hotel operators and leading international hotel operators, and Operator
activities, which comprises hotel operations executed by Pandox in its owner-occupied hotel properties. Pandox was
founded in 1995 and the company’s B shares are, as of 18 June 2015, listed on Nasdaq Stockholm. www.pandox.se
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